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Introduction

With the rise in usage and popularity of online social networks (OSNs) come the issue of
privacy and the consequences of having your privacy breached via uncontrolled online
spreading of your personal details.
Facebook, currently the most popular OSN, which has over 750 million active users
according to Facebook (2011), has quite an interesting and controversial history when it
comes to privacy.
For example, a significant event, which highlighted privacy breaches for Facebook
users in November 2007, was the use of Beacon (the advertising system that monitored
Facebook users): when users went for online shopping, Facebook shared the data of what
they bought with the users’ friends and other businesses (BBC News, 2007). In July
2010, the security consultant Rob Bowes highlighted publically available profiles on
Facebook by extracting personal details from them and publishing the data online. The
extraction occurred from 100 million profiles that were open and publically available.
Bowe’s motivation for this action was to highlight the privacy issues associated with
Facebook (Emery, 2010).
In 2011, two doctoral students at Indiana University had discovered a security
vulnerability in Facebook, which allowed malicious website to access the real name and
also they could post bogus messages on their wall (Indiana University, 2010). These
events have highlighted the issue of privacy in OSNs and how personal details can get
without control into the wrong hands. Displaying personal details can make users more
vulnerable to social engineering attacks like identity theft and re-identification by linking
(Sweeney, 1997). These would enable people to extract personal details from the OSN
profiles and use external sources to find out more about that person’s identity.
In this paper, we firstly introduce our proposed vulnerability model which aims to
measure the vulnerability of an OSN profile based upon measuring vulnerability because
of its own personal information disclosure and the vulnerability of OSN friends network.
We define the friends network in an OSN as a directed multigraph G = (V, E), where V
represents a set of nodes and E is a set of edges which link the nodes together. Each node
represents an OSN profile and each edge is the link between two profiles. The OSN graph
will be used in the calculation of profile vulnerability. We aim to propose an original
set of axioms to formulate a formal background which will facilitate progress into
algorithmic approaches towards real-time vulnerability measurement. The motivation
behind this research study is to build upon our previous work on the vulnerability model
in Abdul-Rahman et al. (2010) and Alim et al. (2011) but to now introduce a formal
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approach to the model and explore how the model reacts to the dynamic nature of an
OSN.
Similar work on the introduction of an axiomatic approach has been proposed by
Calvo and Dercon (2005) for the definition of an axiomatic approach for the economic
vulnerability of a person. In terms of vulnerability measurement, Gundecha et al. (2011)
have carried out research into vulnerability in OSN profiles, but their work and measures
focuses on the definition and concept of a vulnerable friend and an investigation into how
much a user’s security can improve by deleting the vulnerable friend from its network.
They define a vulnerable friend as a friend in the user’s network of friends that has a lack
of privacy and security settings to protect the network of friends. The vulnerability
measures that Gundecha et al. (2011) proposed deal more with how public a profile’s
personal details and friend links are to other users in the network.
In comparison, our work on a vulnerability measure concentrates on the disclosure of
personal details by the profile and its friends that can contribute towards the likelihood of
privacy and social engineering attacks, as well as the spreading of the personal details
through the OSN network. Also OSN graphs are used in the vulnerability calculation so
the number of friends and how well connected the friends are to each other are taken into
account in measuring vulnerability.
There have been a variety of models produced in various research areas of OSNs
ranging from models associated with explaining the small world theory by Kleinberg
(2002), through to modelling the relationship strength between nodes in an OSN as
illustrated by Xiang et al. (2010). With the move in OSN research towards the analysis of
node interaction as shown by Yun et al. (2010), there needs to be more models based on
the issue of privacy and the issue of the self disclosure of personal details. Previous work
on privacy trust modelling by Dwyer et al. (2007), highlighted how online relationships
can exist, where ‘perceived trust and privacy safeguards are weak’. This alone highlights
the issue of privacy and social engineering attacks occurring and this is where our model
would be useful.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 contains related work associated
with the various privacy attacks that can occur by displaying personal details on OSN
profiles. Section 3 details the vulnerability model and the model validation. Section 4
presents our axioms on the vulnerability model. Section 5 extends the research done on
axioms by introducing the propositions, which explore changes to the vulnerability model
components and the effect of different operators. Section 6 details the experimental work
that focuses on the application of some propositions to real life cases. Section 7 discuses
the axioms and results regarding the experimental work associated with the propositions.
Section 8 concludes the paper and suggests ideas for further research.

2

Privacy attacks associated with personal details disclosure

Personal details which are presented and available online can raise social engineering
issues as they can be used for identity fraud (Narayanan and Shmatikov, 2009). Some
personal details (e.g., first name and date of birth) are considered as ‘personal identifiable
information’ which can be used to identify one’s individual data (Krishnamurthy and
Willis, 2009). Due to the increase in the number of web system for applications (online
shopping and banking), keeping a person’s identity values unavailable for general
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browsing has never been so important. Personal details can be commonly used by web
systems to authenticate users. By an individual displaying their personal details publically
on OSN profiles, he or she is making themselves vulnerable to privacy and social
engineering attacks. There are a variety of privacy breaches that can occur with personal
details as illustrated below:
•

Phishing via the use of an OSN: personal details are extracted from the user via the
use of deception: in 2006, a phishing attack targeted MySpace users, tricking them
into submitting personal details to a web page that looked like MySpace; these
personal details were then sent to the hacker (Kirk, 2006).

•

Online identity loss: hackers can make use personal details publically available on
OSN profiles and other public resources in order to gain access to online systems,
e.g., e-mail and banking systems. In 2008, David Kernell used Sarah Palin’s
postcode, date of birth and other details publicly available to reset the password of
her Yahoo e-mail account. Mrs. Palin’s personal details were found on Wikipedia
(BBC News, 2010).

•

Re-identification by linking: anonymous data can be used in conjunction with data
from external sources in order to derive the identity of an individual. Hospital
discharge records which included patient details were used to identify humans by
linking their common demographic attributes to a database of public voter details
from Massachusetts, USA. This can happen with OSN data due to attributes like date
or birth, gender and location (Sweeney, 1997).

There are other privacy risks that can occur especially if the OSN user is careless about
keeping some attributes (e.g., e-mail address) private. These risks are illustrated by
Balduzzi et al. (2010) and Jagatic et al. (2007). If the e-mail addresses of users were
made public, then spammers could crawl the OSNs and collect e-mail addresses and who
they belong to from user profiles. Then this information could be used to construct
phishing e-mails or targeted spam by using personal details which could include real
names and names of friends. This act is known as social phishing.
By allowing users (including outside users) to search through OSNs for profiles by
name or e-mail address, this can encourage spammers. Spammers can query the OSN to
validate if the e-mails collected through the crawl of an OSN network, belong to real
profile owners. The range of privacy risks illustrated previously have showed how there
can be many dangers when presenting your personal details online. This fact motivates
our work to define a vulnerability model for OSN users.

3

The vulnerability model

The vulnerability model proposed in Abdul-Rahman et al. (2010) was developed from the
need to address privacy in OSNs by exploring the interaction and propagation effects of
the users’ friends. This will be achieved by applying the vulnerability model to OSNs.
This will form the basis to validate the relationship between vulnerable nodes and the
amount of personal details that can spread through the network.
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3.1 The concept of vulnerability
In different fields, the term vulnerability can imply different concepts. For example,
computer networks attack vulnerability presented by Holme et al. (2002) is linked to the
reduction of network performance, due to the loss of network nodes and connections.
This highlights the similar use of OSN graph structure in vulnerability definitions, but
provides limited information about the node contents. This is further justified with some
other concepts for vulnerability based on graph theory concepts which include cut-point
and vulnerable bridges which is illustrated by Hannerman and Riddle (2005), and the use
of outer nodes which are only connected to the main node.
Another example which is utilised in the vulnerability model is the clustering
coefficient. The clustering coefficient describes how well connected the neighbours are to
each other. The higher the clustering coefficient the more connected the neighbours are.
In terms of privacy, a higher clustering coefficient would make a node vulnerable
because of the good flow of information between the neighbours and this could imply its
further spread throughout the OSN if the node’s neighbours display their profiles so
publically or at least to friends’ friends.
A directed multigraph was used to model the OSN for the aim of calculating the
vulnerability of a user profile, because the direction of its relationships would help to
analyse the flow of personal details disclosure. Also the multigraph aspect would allow a
more detailed analysis of the strength of relationship between two nodes based on OSN
interaction.
The vulnerability definition in our opinion should contain information about both, the
structure around the node and the node contents (Abdul-Rahman et al., 2010).
Vulnerability in an OSN graph is associated with the probability that either the node’s
owner or one of the neighbours of the node will disclose information about the node. Our
initial definition for a vulnerable node in an OSN is:
Definition: a vulnerable node is a node that contains attributes and neighbourhood
features that breach privacy and provide grounds for a social engineering attack and the
opportunity for the attribute values to spread through the network. For such a node, a
highly connected neighbourhood in which the neighbours display the attributes readily
may increase the risk of vulnerability, as detailed below.
Each node represents an OSN profile which consists of personal details (attributes), a list
of friends of the user and interaction elements (e.g., media and the comments wall where
the user and their friends can exchange comments with each other). The friends of the
profile owner form the node’s neighbourhood which can be analysed using an OSN
graph. If you have a public profile, which discloses much information about yourself, and
highly connected friends, who also have publicly accessible profiles and display many
personal details, then your personal details may have a higher probability of spreading by
your neighbours. This will increase chances of being vulnerable. The spreading of
personal details will also depend on the interaction between a node and its neighbours.
Interaction can include writing profile comments or tagging photos.
Also vulnerability is about the loss of control of personal details. The more public
you make yourself then the less likely you are to have total control of your personal
details. This theory is illustrated by research done by Luo and Lee (2009) into
information aggregation attacks and threats to private information. One of the threats is
‘Out of context information disclosure’ where an OSN user assumes that the OSN is
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trusted so gives displays their profile information including personal details readily and
publically. A very public profile which can be accessed via web searches allows personal
details to be gained by social engineering attackers, sexual predators, hackers, etc. The
aim is to make your profile and personal details less accessible to unknown users.

3.2 Model components
Our vulnerability model (Abdul-Rahman et al., 2010) consists of three components: the
individual vulnerability (which focuses on the vulnerability of a single profile); the
relative vulnerability (which explores the collective vulnerability of the neighbours who
are friends of the profile owner) and the absolute vulnerability (that takes both the
individual and relative vulnerability values into consideration).

3.2.1 Individual vulnerability
The individual vulnerability (VI) is the result of self disclosure of personal details.
It is calculated based on examining each profile for the presence of profile and
neighbourhood-based attributes that contribute towards personal information disclosure.
Some profile attributes included: full name, gender, age, profile photo, location and
zodiac. Some of those attributes were selected, as previous research, Krishnamurthy and
Wills (2009), and McCallister et al. (2010) highlighted their significance in breaching
privacy and leading to social engineering attacks. From the OSN graph, the number of
friends and the clustering coefficient which is calculated using equation (1) are both
turned into neighbourhood-based attributes. The clustering coefficient by Watts and
Strogatz (1998) characterises how well connected the neighbours of the node (profile) are
in the OSN graph. It is a value between [0, 1]. The higher the clustering coefficient then
the more connected the neighbours are:
Ci =

Ei
Ni ( Ni − 1)

(1)

where Ei is the set of edges between the neighbours of node i and Ni is the number of
neighbours of node i.
Further work can be done into how different sets of attributes can make different
types of users vulnerable. For a given network, the individual vulnerability of each node
VI ∈ {VI 1 , VI 2 , ..., VIn | VIi ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, ..., n} where n is the number of nodes in the
network. The VI value is based upon allocated weights to the attributes mentioned
previously. Currently, we assume that the attribute weights are based on the relative
frequency of the attributes in a dataset at present but in the future we would also explore
the presumption that the weights will be estimated on statistical analysis. If the contents
of the node have any of these attributes made available then an attribute weight is
allocated to the node. The sum of the weights for the node is the VI value. The calculation
for the VI value is illustrated using Lam et al. (2008) metric:
m

VIi =

∑ F *W
j

j =1

j

(2)
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For simplicity, VIi denotes the individual vulnerability of node i where i = 1, …, n, n is
the number of nodes in the network, m is the number of attributes, Fj is a binary value to
show whether an attribute j has been displayed in the profile and Wj is the weight that has
been allocated to the attribute if it is vulnerable. The weight Wj can be represented, for
example, by the probability that disclosure of attribute j contributes towards vulnerability
of the ith profile.
In terms of the attributes, number of friends and clustering coefficient, a weight was
allocated if the node had 150 or less friends or had a clustering coefficient greater than
0.5. Having 150 or less friends increases the chances of the personal details of the node
spreading across the network though interaction between a node and its neighbours. This
value originates from Dunbar’s theory presented in Dunbar (1992): 150 is the maximum
number of humans a person can have a stable and interactive relationship with.
A node which has a clustering coefficient greater than 0.5 is allocated a weight
because more of the neighbours are connected to each other and this increases the spread
of personal details. The weights for both the number of friends and the clustering
coefficient were based on the relative frequency of the number of nodes in the dataset
that had a clustering coefficient greater than 0.5, or 150 or less friends. Overall, the
higher the VI value for a node, the increased chance that the node will become vulnerable
to social engineering attacks due to its self disclosure of personal details and displaying
features which can help to spread the personal details through the network.

3.2.2 Relative vulnerability
The relative vulnerability (VRi ) of a node i takes into account the individual
vulnerabilities of its neighbours (e.g., by using their arithmetical mean as the operator):
VRi =

1
n

∑V

Ij

(3)

j ≠i

where n is the number of its neighbours and VIi is the individual vulnerability of the
neighbour j. The reason that j is not equal to i is because a node cannot be neighbours
with itself but it can be neighbours of other nodes in the OSN. Any VR ∈ {VR1, VR2, …,
VRn | VR ∈ [0, 1]} where n is the number of nodes in the network. The higher the VR value,
the more vulnerable the neighbours of a node are collectively because the neighbours
readily show the attributes that contribute towards vulnerability. This impacts on the
vulnerability of the node because the neighbours’ behaviour indicates a lack of concern
for privacy.

3.2.3 Absolute vulnerability
The absolute vulnerability (VAi ) for node i is a measure of an individual’s information
disclosure through the network, based on the individual vulnerability (VI) and the relative
vulnerability (VR):
VAi = VIi iVRi

(4)

where i = 1, …, n, and n is the number of nodes. The operator can be represented by a
variety of functions, e.g., product or MAX (the maximum value between VI and VR). Each
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VA ∈ {VA1, VA2, …, VAn | VA ∈ [0, 1]} where n is the number of nodes in the network. All
vulnerability components have the domain [0, 1].

3.3 Model validation
The aim of the model validation section is to investigate whether a node with a high
relative vulnerability will lead to an increased spreading of information. This is because
personal details about a node being present on the neighbour’s wall can be seen by other
users (neighbour’s friends and external users if the neighbour’s profile is very public in
terms of privacy). This facilitates the spreading of the personal details. For an initial
investigation, the individual, relative and absolute vulnerability were calculated for
100 random MySpace profiles from Caverlee and Webb (2008) dataset. Each profile
represents a MySpace node and the profile’s friends represent its neighbours. The dataset
represents a top friends’ network, so each neighbour represents a profiles’ top friend.
The profiles were analysed for the presence of personal information: name, gender,
profile picture, age, current location and zodiac as well as the neighbourhood features.
The weights in the individual vulnerability, see equation (2), were calculated based on the
relative frequency of each attribute presence in the dataset. Also for the 100 MySpace
profiles, the extracted profile comments of the profiles’ friends were examined, to see if
any of the comments leaked information about the profile itself.
The results for the initial investigation indicated that some friends of profiles
analysed, having high relative vulnerabilities, had the profile’s personal details disclosed
in their profile comments. Out of the 100 profiles, 47% of them had a high relative
vulnerability (0.9–1.0) and there was interaction between the profile friends and the
profile considered. In terms of attribute disclosure:
•

14.8% of the MySpace profiles with high relative vulnerabilities contained
profile friends that had the birthday of the profile owner displayed in their profile
comments. Out of these profiles, the average number of comments disclosing the
birthday was 1.14.

•

68% of the MySpace profiles with high relative vulnerabilities contained profile
friends that that had the name of the profile owner displayed in their profile
comments. Out of these profiles, the average number of comments counted
as above, disclosing the name, was 1.53.

•

4.25% of the MySpace profiles with high relative vulnerabilities contained profile
friends that that had the age of the profile owner displayed in their profile comments.
Out of these profiles, the average number of comments disclosing the age was 1.

•

25.3% of the MySpace profiles with high relative vulnerabilities contained profile
friends that had the current location of the profile owner in their profile comments.
Out of these profiles, the average number of comments disclosing the current
location was 1.08.

•

17.0% of the MySpace profiles with high relative vulnerabilities contained profile
friends that that had the education of the profile owner displayed in their profile
comments. Out of these profiles, the average number of comments disclosing the
education was 1.25.
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8.51% of the MySpace profiles with high relative vulnerabilities contained profile
friends that had the hometown of the profile owner displayed in their profile
comments. Out of these profiles, the average number of comments disclosing the
hometown was 1.

To investigate if there is an increased information disclosure as the relative vulnerability
of profiles increases, we used Spearman rank as used by Ye and Wu (2010) to correlate
profiles that have a relative vulnerability greater than 0.8 against the amount of
information disclosure for certain attributes displayed in the profiles’ friends comments.
n

6
r = 1−

∑d

2
i

i =1

n3 − n

(5)

where r is the Spearman rank coefficient, n is the set of observations for variables x and
y, and di is the difference between the ith rank of x and the ith rank of y. The findings
highlighted that the attributes name, age, education and hometown had a weak positive
relationship with the relative vulnerability where as location had a significant positive
relationship with relative vulnerability. A positive relationship occurs if as the relative
vulnerability increases, the amount of information disclosure displayed in the profiles’
friends comments increases whereas a negative relationship signals that as the relative
vulnerability increases the amount of information disclosure in the profile’s friends
comments decreases. The presence of a weak positive relationship for some of the
attributes is a good outcome from our initial experiment but currently work is in progress
to validate a larger sample size.

4

Axioms for the vulnerability model

We propose in this paper a set of definitions and axioms to address the need of a formal
background in identification and processing of the vulnerability concept in OSNs.
Definition 1: Let the individual vulnerability for an OSN profile be defined by the tuple
V = (z, A, P), where z can be used to illustrate a vulnerability threshold that indicates the
total amount of self disclosure attributes needed for a profile to be labelled as highly
vulnerable. The set of attribute values for the ith OSN profile is denoted by ai. The
probabilities set Pi = (pi1, pi2, …, pij, …, pim) where m represents the number of attributes,
contains the likelihoods pij, which measure if the presence of the jth attribute will cause
the ith profile to be vulnerable to social engineering or privacy attacks. Consequently, pij
delivers the value for Wj in equation (2). The weighted total of the probabilities pij is the
individual vulnerability of the ith profile: according to equation (2), VIi is a positive value
less or equal to 1, and this meets the closure property of the vulnerability model since our
model components (VI, VR, VA) have to be in the domain [0,1].
In this particular research study, we are not concerned with the value of z (vulnerability
threshold) in the tuple V or its use. However, this vulnerability threshold will be used
further for highlighting the degree of vulnerability a node may have. Definition 1
illustrates that our individual vulnerability measure takes initially into consideration all
existing attributes. All profiles have some element of vulnerability but there is an issue
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about whether a profile which does not disclose any personal details or has any friends, is
classed as having any sort of vulnerability.
If a user would like to apply for an OSN profile he or she is encouraged to record
personal details in the registration process. The only way to not display the personal
details publically is after getting the profile, change the privacy setting to hide the details
or give false personal details in the registration process. The latter reason seems the more
realistic scenario of the two because currently, for example, for Facebook users, attributes
like name and profile picture cannot be removed from an OSN profile; they can only be
changed.
We propose three axioms for the probability dependent effect of OSN profile
attributes, for the probability change and for the addition of attributes onto profile
definition.

4.1 Axiom 1 (probability dependent effect of attributes)
Given two OSN profiles characterised by the vulnerabilities V = (z, A, P) and
V′ = (z, A′, P′) respectively, for any change d > 0 in one attribute value:
⎧V ( z , ( a1 , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 , p2 , ..., pm ) )
⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪⎪−V ( z , ( a1 + d , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 , p2 , ..., pm ) ) ⎪⎪
⎨
⎬
⎪= V ( z , ( a1 , a2′ , ..., am′ ) , ( p1 , p2′ , ..., pm′ ) ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩⎪−V ( z , ( a1 + d , a2′ , ..., am′ ) , ( p1 , p2′ , ..., pm′ ) ) ⎭⎪

(6)

⎧V ( z , ( a1 , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 , p2 , ..., pm ) )
⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪⎪−V ( z , ( a1 + d , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 , p2 , ..., pm ) ) ⎪⎪
⎨
⎬
⎪≠ V ( z , ( a1 , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1′′, p2′′, ..., pm′′ ) ) ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩⎪−V ( z , ( a1 + d , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1′′, p2′′, ..., pm′′ ) ) ⎭⎪

(7)

where V is the profile’s individual vulnerability, A is its set of attributes and P is its set of
probabilities. The change in attribute value is denoted by d.
A constraint of Axiom 1 is that the attributes have to be independent of one another.
This is so the probability of each attribute contributing to vulnerability does not depend
on the presence of another attribute. An example of an independent relationship between
attributes is age and zodiac because people of different ages can have different zodiac
signs. In comparison, the relationship between the date of birth and age is dependent
because the date of birth is used to calculate the age.
Equation (6) describes the case when two OSN profiles have the same profile
attributes and these attributes have the same probability values. This consequently gives
the profiles the same individual vulnerability value. For example, both profiles have the
number of friends as an attribute a1 and the probability that this leads to the profile being
vulnerable is p1.
Over time (e.g., a few days later), the number of friends has increased from a1 to
a1 + d for both profiles. In equation (6), this change in the number of friends is
represented by d. The consequent effect on individual vulnerability is that the change
with the same increment in the same attribute values for both profiles is reflected
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similarly in the vulnerability of both profiles under the circumstances that both profiles
have the same probability p1 = p1′ associated with the information disclosure because of
the attribute a1.
On the other side, in equation (7) if the two OSN profiles have the same attributes but
the probability of the attributes contributing towards the individual vulnerability of each
profile differs, as illustrated by the probability notations p′ and p″, the changes in the
individual vulnerability values for both profiles are not the same. This situation may arise
when, for example, one profile belongs to an adolescent and the other one to an adult.
The probability of, let us say, the attribute education information causing vulnerability is
higher for a child or adolescent than an adult. This is backed by Patchin and Hinduja
(2010) who claims that having several details of the adolescent, e.g., name, current city,
profile picture and school is all that is needed to locate the individual and trace their
identity.

4.2 Axiom 2 (probability change)
For every V = (z, A, P), the probability change e ∈ [0, 1] and pi + e <= 1
V ( z, ( a1 , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 , p2 , ..., pm ) ) ≤ V ( z , ( a1 , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 + e, p2 , ..., pm ) ) (8)
V ( z , ( a1 , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 , p2 , ..., pm ) ) ≥ V ( z, ( a1 , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 − e, p2 , ..., pm ) ) (9)

Equation (8) presents a scenario where there are two users with OSN profiles. Unlike the
first profile, the first attribute a1 in the second profile has a higher probability value of
making the profile vulnerable. This means that the individual vulnerability of profile one
is the same or smaller than the individual vulnerability value of the second profile. In
comparison, equation (9) represents the same scenario with two OSN profiles but this
time attribute a1 in the second profile has a lower probability value. Consequently, the
first profile will have the same or a higher individual vulnerability value.

4.3 Axiom 3 (addition of attributes)
For every V = (z, A, P), V′ = (z′, A′, P′), A′ = (a1, a2, …, am, am+1, am+2, …) where
A = (a1, a2, …, am), z′ and P′ are the vulnerability threshold and the probability values of
the OSN profile with the addition of new attributes. These changes the individual
vulnerability value denoted as V′. The new set including additional independent attributes
is denoted as A′. However, if additional independent attributes are added to an OSN
profile, then they may or may not contribute towards an increase in the individual
vulnerability of a profile. The attributes’ effect on the individual vulnerability will
depend on the attributes already present in the profile and their probability values. Also
the importance of the attribute in social engineering attacks will be a significant factor but
more work is required in this area.

4.4 A sample of axioms application
The directed multigraph to model the OSN in Figure 1 can be used alongside the
attributes table and neighbourhood features present in the profiles and their respective
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weights, to demonstrate the vulnerability calculation by applying the axiom notation used
above. In Figure 1, there are three profiles represented by nodes A, B and C. The solid
lines represent a top friend link between two profiles, e.g., profile C is a top friend of
profile A but profile A is not a top friend of profile C.
Figure 1

OSN graph and table of weights (see online version for colours)

To calculate the absolute vulnerability of node A, the first step is to calculate the
individual vulnerability VI of node A. Node A’s profile is represented by the tuple
V (z, (fullname, gender, age, profilephoto, location, zodiac, clustering_coefficent,
number_of_friends), (0.2, 0.1, 0.0, 0.1, 0.0, 0.0, 0.1, 0.0). According to equation (2)
VIA = 0.5. The attribute/neighbourhood feature weights represent the probability values
which state the likelihood that the presence of the attribute or neighbourhood feature will
contribute towards the vulnerability of the profile. In this case, the probability values are
chosen values between [0, 1] which add up to 1. The attribute fullname and
neighbourhood feature number_of_friends are given higher weights because fullname is a
common attribute used in identity theft. Having lower than 150 friends may cause
information to spread quickly across a network due to the increased chances of having a
highly interactive relationship with some of the friends.
The relative vulnerability VR of node A takes the individual vulnerability of
the neighbours B and C into consideration. Profile B is represented by the tuple
V (z, (fullname, gender, age, profilephoto, location, zodiac, clustering_coefficent,
number_of_friends), (0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.0) has a VI value of 0.8.
Node C’s profile represented by the tuple V(z, (fullname, gender, age, profilephoto,
location, zodiac, clustering_coefficent, number of friends), (0.2, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.1, 0.2) has a VI value of 0.5. According to equation (3), VRA value is 0.65. The VRA value
is high because of node B readily presenting its personal details as well as having a high
clustering coefficient and node C only presenting one personal detail but having less than
150 friends and so there is an increased chance of having a interaction between friends.
Consequently according to equation (4) the VAA is 0.32 with the product operator. The
product operator balances the vulnerability of the node and the collective vulnerability of
the neighbours. The choice of operator used in equation (4) can influence the absolute
vulnerability value.
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Propositions for the vulnerability model

The aim of this section is to investigate the effect of different operators on the
vulnerability model via new consistent findings which form the propositions below. They
provide an insight into how changes to the vulnerability model components can impact
on the overall vulnerability of a profile. The propositions depend on the operators used in
equations (3) and (4).
Propositions 1 and 2 are based on the axioms which are stated in Section 4, whilst
Propositions 3 to 6 aim to explore in more detail other areas of the vulnerability model
(e.g., relative and absolute vulnerability).
The list of propositions that we have proposed include: Proposition 1 states that in the
context of using the product operator in equation (4), the absolute vulnerability value
increases when there is an increase in the individual vulnerability value and the absolute
vulnerability value decreases when there is a decrease in the individual vulnerability
value.
In the context of using the MAX operator in equation (4), Proposition 2 emphasises
that the absolute vulnerability value increases when the individual vulnerability value
increases subject to the value being higher than the relative vulnerability value. On the
other hand, the absolute vulnerability value decreases when the individual vulnerability
value decreases subject to the individual vulnerability value being higher than the relative
vulnerability value.
Proposition 3 explores the calculation of the relative vulnerability value by
substituting the geometric mean operator into equation (3). The relative vulnerability
value increases when the individual vulnerability value of the new neighbour (added to
the existing neighbourhood) is greater or equal to the maximum individual vulnerability
value of the existing neighbours. Whereas the relative vulnerability value calculated
using the geometric mean operator can decrease when the individual vulnerability value
of the new neighbour added to the existing neighbourhood, is lower than the minimum
individual vulnerability value of the existing neighbours.
In Proposition 4, the arithmetical mean operator is used to calculate using
equation (3) the relative vulnerability value. There is an increase in the relative
vulnerability value when the individual vulnerability value of the new neighbour added to
the existing neighbourhood, is higher than the maximum individual vulnerability value of
the existing neighbours. The relative vulnerability value calculated using the arithmetical
mean operator can decrease when the individual vulnerability value of the new neighbour
added to the existing neighbourhood, is lower than or equal to the minimum individual
vulnerability value of the existing neighbours.
Proposition 5 focuses on the change to the absolute vulnerability value. The absolute
vulnerability value which is calculated using equation (4) and the product operator,
increases when the relative vulnerability which is calculated using geometric mean
increases due to the addition of a neighbour (with a higher individual vulnerability value
than the maximum value in the existing neighbourhood). The absolute vulnerability value
decreases when the relative vulnerability decreases due to the deletion of a neighbour
(with a higher individual vulnerability value than the maximum value in the existing
neighbourhood).
In Proposition 6 which centres on the absolute vulnerability value, the absolute
vulnerability which is calculated using equation (4) and the product operator, increases
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when the relative vulnerability that is calculated using arithmetical mean, increases due to
the addition of a neighbour (with a higher individual vulnerability value than the
maximum value in the existing neighbourhood). The absolute vulnerability value
decreases when the relative vulnerability decreases due to the deletion of a neighbour
(with a higher individual vulnerability value than the maximum value in the existing
neighbourhood).
The proposed propositions are presented in more detail below.
Proposition 1: An increase or decrease in the individual vulnerability value determines an
increase or decrease in the absolute vulnerability value, absolute vulnerability is
calculated using the product operator, •.
If VAi = VIi • VRi for profile i and • is product, then a change in the VI value will be
reflected by a change in the VA value. Proposition 1 is based on Axiom 2 regarding
probability changes.
Proof: VAi = VIi • VRi ∈ [0, 1] where • indicates the product operator. According to
Axiom 2:
VAe = V ( z , ( a1 , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 + e, p2 , ..., pm ) ) • VRi
≥ V ( z , ( a1 , a2 , ..., am ) , ( p1 , p2 , ..., pm ) ) • VRi = VAi

(10)

where the probability change e ∈ [0, 1], pi + e ≤ 1, VAe is the absolute vulnerability value
of profile i as a result of the increase in probability value of the attributes contributing
towards vulnerability. VRi is the relative vulnerability of profile i and VAi is the absolute
vulnerability of profile i without the probability change taken into account. In
equation (10), VRi is a constant calculated using the arithmetical mean. This proposition
fits in with the concept that the individual vulnerability value of a profile monotonically
increases with the absolute vulnerability value of a profile.
We can identify two cases regarding the change in the VI value:
a

Increase in individual vulnerability value:
Equation (11) highlights how the absolute vulnerability value increases when the
individual vulnerability value of a profile increases due to a change in the probability
of an attribute or what attributes the profile chooses to present.
VI′i < VIi ⇒ VA′i = VI′i • VRi > VIi • VRi = VAi

(11)

where VI′i represents the increased individual vulnerability value and the VA′i
represents the increased absolute vulnerability value.
An example of this case is that profile A in Figure 1 decides to present the location
attribute on their profile which has an attribute weight of 0.1. This increases the VI
value of profile A from 0.5 to 0.6. The change in VI value (ΔVI) is an increase of 0.1
due to the addition of the attribute weight for location. This consequently increases
the VA value for profile A from 0.325 to 0.390 with a difference of 0.065. This case
links in with Axiom 3 which focuses on the addition of attributes and equation (8) in
Axiom 2.
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Decrease in individual vulnerability value:
Equation (12) highlights the decrease in absolute vulnerability value when the
individual vulnerability value of profile i decreases, due to a change in the
probability of an attribute or a deletion of a profile attribute that contributes
towards vulnerability.
VI′i < VIi ⇒ VA′i = VI′i • VRi < VIi • VRi = VAi

(12)

where VI′i represents the decreased individual vulnerability value, the VA′i represents
the decreased absolute vulnerability value and VRi is constant and calculated using
the arithmetical mean.
An example of this case is that profile B in Figure 1 decides to delete the full name
attribute on their profile. This decreases the VI of profile B from 0.8 to 0.6 with a ΔVI
decrease of 0.2. Consequently, this decreases the VA value for profile B from 0.400 to
0.300. This observation illustrates that with a ΔVI decrease of 0.2 and a VRi value of
0.5, the VA value decreases by 0.1. This case links in with equation (9) in Axiom 2
which focuses on probability change.
Proposition 2: An increase or decrease in the individual vulnerability value reflects an
increase or decrease in the absolute vulnerability value, when absolute vulnerability is
calculated using the MAX operator, • and the individual vulnerability value is higher
than the relative vulnerability value.
For profile i, the operator • is MAX, then a change in the VI value will be reflected by a
change in the VA value if and only if the VI ≥ VR.
Proof:
⎧⎪VA = MAX (Vi , VR ) ⎫⎪
⎨
⎬VA = VI
⎪⎩VI ≥ VR
⎪⎭

(13)

The proof highlights that in order for the VI change to lead to a VA change, the VI ≥ VR.
Subject to VI ≥ VR we have identified two cases of change for individual vulnerability:
a

Increase in individual vulnerability:
Equation (14) highlights the increase in absolute vulnerability value when the
individual vulnerability value of profile i increases, due to a change in the probability
of an attribute or what attributes the profile presents.
VI′i > VIi ⇒ VA′i = MAX (VI′i , VRi ) > MAX (VIi , VRi ) = VAi | VIi ≥ VRi

(14)

where VI′i represents the increased individual vulnerability value and the VA′i
represents the increased absolute vulnerability value.
An example of this case is that profile A in Figure 1 decides to present the age and
location attributes on their profile. This increases the VI of profile A from 0.5 to 0.7
with a ΔVI of 0.2. Consequently, the VA for profile A increases because the updated
VI of profile A is larger than the VR of profile A which is 0.65. The VA value of
profile A has increased from 0.65 to 0.70 and this shows that with the MAX operator,
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as long as the updated VI value is lower than or equal to the VR value, then the
changes to profile A will not be reflected in the overall vulnerability. This case links
in with equation (8) in Axiom 2 which centres on probability change.

b

Decrease in individual vulnerability:
Equation (15) highlights the decrease in absolute vulnerability value when the
individual vulnerability of profile i decreases, due to a change in the probability of an
attribute or a deletion of an attribute that contributes towards the vulnerability of a
profile.
VI′i < VIi ⇒ VA′i = MAX (VI′i , VRi ) < MAX (VIi , VRi ) = VAi | VIi ≥ VRi

(15)

An example of this case is that profile B in Figure 1 decides to delete the attributes
full name on their profile. This decreases the individual vulnerability value of profile
B from 0.8 to 0.6 with a ΔVI of 0.2.
Consequently, the absolute vulnerability value for profile B decreases from 0.8 to 0.6.
The change in absolute vulnerability (ΔVA) = ΔVI because the individual vulnerability
before and after the attribute change for profile B was higher than the relative
vulnerability value of profile B which is 0.5. However, the decrease depends on the
comparison between (VIi − VRi ) and (VI′i − VIi ).
In regards to how the absolute vulnerability is affected by the changes to the relative
vulnerability of a profile, we selected two operators which can help calculate the relative
vulnerability of a profile. One of these operators is the geometric mean, which is
illustrated in equation (16).
n

VRi =

n

∑V

(16)

Ij

j =1
j ≠1

where n is the number of neighbours (profile’s friends) and VI j is the individual
vulnerability of neighbour j where ∀i – 1, …, n. Proposition 3 explores how the use of
the geometric mean operator can impact on the relative vulnerability value.
Proposition 3: On the change in relative vulnerability value when relative vulnerability is
calculated using the geometric mean operator.
n

Given that VAi = VIi • VRi and VRi =

n

∑V

Ij

.

j =1
j ≠i

n

If VI n+1 > VIi , ∀i = 1, ..., n(=)VI n+1 ≥ MAX VIi where MAX an operator which selects
i =1

out the maximum individual vulnerability (VI n ) from the neighbours, then VRn+1 > VRn ,
where VRn+1 is the relative vulnerability value of neighbourhood with addition of new
neighbour and VRn is the relative vulnerability of the existing neighbourhood.
As long as the VI of the new neighbour (VI n+1 ) is equal to or higher than the
maximum individual vulnerability value from the existing neighbours, then the relative
vulnerability value will increase with the addition of a new neighbour and this is shown
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in the proof below where VR′n represents the new relative vulnerability value of the
profile with the addition of the new neighbour into the existing neighbourhood. The proof
which is explained below is based on additional calculations which are presented in
Appendix 1.
Proof:
VI n+1 > VIi , ∀i = 1, ..., n
VI n+1
> 1, ∀i = 1, ..., n
VIi
then

VI n+1
> 1, ∀i = 1, ..., n
VIi
n

then

∏V

VI n+1

n

log

∏V

VI n+1

i =1

> log1 = 0

Ii

i =1

> 0 ⇒ VR′n > VRn

Ii

An example of this case involves the neighbourhood of profile A in Figure 1. The highest
individual vulnerability value of the neighbours in A’s neighbourhood is 0.8. If a new
neighbour with an individual vulnerability of 0.85 joins the neighbourhood, then the
relative vulnerability of profile A when calculated using the geometric mean operator will
increase from 0.632 to 0.697 with a change of 0.065. Additionally, if the new neighbour
had an individual vulnerability of 0.8, then the relative vulnerability of profile A would
still increase from 0.632 to 0.683 with a change of 0.051.
The relative vulnerability value of profile A can decrease when the individual
vulnerability value of the new neighbour is equal to or lower than the minimum
individual vulnerability value in the existing neighbourhood, which in this case is 0.5. A
new neighbour with an individual vulnerability value of 0.4 would decrease the relative
vulnerability value of profile A from 0.632 to 0.542 with a change of 0.090.
Another operator which can be used to calculate the relative vulnerability of a profile
is the arithmetical mean, which is illustrated in equation (17).
VRi =

1
n

n

∑V

(17)

Ij

1

where n is the number of neighbours and VI j is the individual vulnerability of profile j
where ∀i = 1,…, n.

Proposition 4: On the change in relative vulnerability value when relative vulnerability is
calculated using the arithmetical mean operator.
Given that VAi = VIi • VRi and VRi =

1
n

n

∑V

Ij .

1

n

If VI n+1 > VIi , ∀i = 1, ..., n(=)VI n+1 ≥ MAX VIi where MAX is the operator which
i =1

selects out the maximum individual vulnerability (VI n ) from the neighbours, then
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VRn+1 > VRn , where VRn+1 is the relative vulnerability value of neighbourhood with

addition of new neighbour and VRn is the relative vulnerability of the existing
neighbourhood.
As long as the individual vulnerability value of the new neighbour (VI n+1 ) is higher
than or equal to the maximum individual vulnerability value from the existing
neighbours, then the relative vulnerability value will increase with the addition of a new
neighbour. This is shown in the proof below, where VR′n signifies the new relative
vulnerability value of the profile with the addition of the new neighbour into the existing
neighbourhood. The proof which is explained below is based on additional calculations
which are presented in Appendix 2.

Proof:
VI n+1 > VIi , ∀i = i, ..., n
n

n

∑V

I n+1

1

n

n

>

∑V ∑ (V
Ii

1

I n+1

− VIi ) > 0 and

1

∑ (V

I n+1

− VIi )

1

n(n + 1)

> 0 and VRn+1 − VRn > 0

VRn+1 > VRn
VR′n = VRn+1 ⇒ VR′n > VRn

The proof illustrates that in order for VRn+1 > VRn , the difference between VI n+1 and VIi
has to be a positive number which is above 0.
An example of this case involves the neighbourhood of profile A in Figure 1. The
highest individual vulnerability value of the neighbours in A’s neighbourhood is 0.8. If a
new neighbour joins the neighbourhood with an individual vulnerability value of 0.85,
then the relative vulnerability of profile A when calculated using the geometric mean
operator will increase from 0.650 to 0.716. Even if the individual vulnerability value of
the new neighbour was 0.8, then the relative vulnerability of profile A would increase
from 0.650 to 0.700.
The relative vulnerability value of profile A can decrease if the individual
vulnerability value of the new neighbour was equal to or lower than the minimum
individual vulnerability value in the existing neighbourhood, which in this case is 0.5. A
new neighbour with an individual vulnerability value of 0.4 would decrease the relative
vulnerability value of profile A from 0.650 to 0.566.

Proposition 5: On the change in absolute vulnerability due to addition or deletion of a
neighbour when relative vulnerability is calculated using geometric mean operator and
absolute vulnerability is calculated using the product operator, •.
n

Given that VAi = VIi • VRi and VRi =

n

∏V

Ij

where n is the number of neighbours and

i =1

VI j is the individual vulnerability of neighbour j. If • is product, then a change (increase

or decrease) in the relative vulnerability value (VRi ) will be reflected by a change
(increase or decrease) in the absolute vulnerability (VAi ) if and only if VRn+1 > VR .
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VRn+1 is the relative vulnerability of profile i with the addition of a new neighbour and
VR is the relative vulnerability of profile i without the addition of a new neighbour.

Proof:
VAi = VIi • VRi ∈ [0, 1] for profile i where • indicates a product operator.
VI n+1 > VIi , ∀i = 1, ..., n
VI n+1
> 1, ∀i = 1, ..., n
VIi
then

VI n+1
> 1, ∀i = 1, ..., n
VIi

then

∏V

n

i =1

VI n+1

> log1 = 0

Ii

1
* log
n(n + 1)

n

∏V
i =1

VI n+1

> 0 ⇒ VRn+1 > VRn

Ii

VRn+1 > VRn ⇒ VRn−1 < VRn

The proof shows that when the relative vulnerability is calculated using the geometric
mean operator, the addition of a new neighbour can increase the profile’s relative
vulnerability value. We have identified two cases regarding the increase in relative
vulnerability value due to addition and deletion of a neighbour in the profile’s
neighbourhood:
a

Increase in relative vulnerability through addition of a neighbour
Equation (18) highlights an increase in the VA when the VR of profile i increases, due
to the addition of a neighbour into the profile’s neighbourhood.
VRn+1 > VRn ⇒ VA′i = VIi • VRn+1 > VIi • VRn = VAi

(18)

where VRn+1 is the relative vulnerability of profile i with the additional neighbour,
VRn is the relative vulnerability of profile i without the neighbour, VA′i is the absolute
vulnerability of profile i as a result of the addition of the neighbour and VAi is the
absolute vulnerability of profile i without the addition of the neighbour.
An example of this case involves the neighbourhood of profile A in Figure 1. With
the addition of a new neighbour with an individual vulnerability value of 0.9, the
relative vulnerability value of profile A increases from 0.632 to 0.711 with an
increase change of 0.079. Consequently, the absolute vulnerability value increases
from 0.316 to 0.355 with an increase of 0.039. An important observation between
these results, is that the difference between VA′i and VAi is half the difference
between VRn+1 and VRn .
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b

Decrease in relative vulnerability through the deletion of a neighbour
Equation (19) states a decrease in the absolute vulnerability value of profile i when
the relative vulnerability of profile i decreases, due to the deletion of a neighbour in
the profile’s neighbourhood.
VRn−1 < VRn ⇒ VA′i = VIi • VRn−1 < VIi • VRn = VAi

(19)

where VRn−1 is the relative vulnerability of profile i with a neighbour deleted, VRn is
the relative vulnerability of profile i before the neighbour was deleted, VA′i is the
absolute vulnerability of profile i as a result of the deletion of the neighbour and VAi
is the absolute vulnerability of profile i before the neighbour was deleted.
Equation (19) highlights that deleting a neighbour in the neighbourhood with
an individual vulnerability value that is higher than the maximum individual
vulnerability value of the neighbourhood, decreases the relative vulnerability value
of the profile and this results in a decrease in the absolute vulnerability value of the
profile.
An example of this case involves the neighbourhood of profile A in Figure 1. If
profile B which has the highest individual vulnerability value is removed from
profile A’s neighbourhood, then the relative vulnerability value of profile A
decreases from 0.632 to 0.500 with a difference of 0.132. Consequently, the absolute
vulnerability value decreases from 0.316 to 0.250, with a difference of 0.066. The
difference between VA′i and VAi is half the difference between VRn+1 and VRn .

Proposition 6: On the change in absolute vulnerability due to addition or deletion of a
neighbour when relative vulnerability is calculated using arithmetical mean operator and
absolute vulnerability is calculated using the product operator, •.
Given that VAi = VIi • VRi and VRi =

1
n

n

∑V

Ij

where n is the number of neighbours and

1

VI j is the individual vulnerability of neighbour j. If • is product, then a change in the

relative vulnerability (VRi ) will be reflected by a change in the absolute vulnerability
(VAi ) if and only if the VRn+1 > VR where VRn+1 is the relative vulnerability of profile i
with the addition of a new neighbour and VR is the relative vulnerability of profile i
without the addition of a new neighbour.

Proof:
VAi = VIi • VRi ∈ [0, 1] for profile i where • indicates a change.

VI n+1 > VIi , ∀i = i, ..., n
n

n

∑V

I n+1

1

n

n

>

∑V ∑ (V
Ii

1

I n+1

1

VRn+1 > VRn ⇒ VRn−1 < VRn

− VIi ) > 0 and

∑ (V

I n+1

− VIi )

1

n(n + 1)

> 0 and VRn+1 − VRn > 0
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The proof show that when the relative vulnerability is calculated using the arithmetical
mean operator, the addition of a new neighbour in to the existing neighbourhood can
increase the profile i relative vulnerability value if and only if the individual vulnerability
value of the new neighbour is higher than the maximum individual vulnerability value of
the existing neighbourhood.
This implies that the deletion of a neighbour will decrease the relative vulnerability
value of the profile. In order for the relative vulnerability value to increase, the individual
vulnerability value of the new neighbour has to be higher than the maximum individual
vulnerability value of the existing neighbours in the neighbourhood.
There are two cases of change for relative vulnerability:
a

Increase in relative vulnerability through addition of a neighbour
Equation (20) highlights the increase in absolute vulnerability when the relative
vulnerability value of a profile increases due to the addition of a neighbour into the
profile’s neighbourhood.
VRn+1 > VRn ⇒ VA′i = VIi • VRn+1 > VIi • VRn = VAi

(20)

where VRn+1 is the relative vulnerability of the profile with the additional neighbour,
VRn is the relative vulnerability of the profile without the neighbour, VA′i is the
absolute vulnerability of the profile as a result of the addition of the neighbour and
VAi is the absolute vulnerability of the profile without the addition of the neighbour.
Equation (20), illustrates that adding a neighbour with a higher individual
vulnerability value to a neighbourhood, increases the relative vulnerability value of
the profile and this results in an increase in the absolute vulnerability value of the
profile.
An example of this case involves the neighbourhood of profile A in Figure 1. With
the addition of a new neighbour with an individual vulnerability value of 0.9, the
relative vulnerability value increases from 0.650 to 0.733 which is a difference of
0.083. Consequently, the absolute vulnerability value of profile A increases from
0.320 to 0.366 with a difference of 0.046.
b

Decrease in relative vulnerability through deletion of a neighbour
Equation (21) highlights the decrease in absolute vulnerability when the relative
vulnerability value of a profile decreases due to the deletion of a neighbour with the
highest individual vulnerability value, in a profile’s neighbourhood.
VRn−1 < VRn ⇒ VA′i = VIi • VRn−1 < VIi • VRn = VAi

(21)

where VRn−1 is the relative vulnerability of the profile with a neighbour deleted, VRn
is the relative vulnerability of the profile before the neighbour was deleted, VA′i is the
absolute vulnerability of the profile as a result of the deletion of the neighbour and
VAi is the absolute vulnerability of the profile before the neighbour was deleted.
Equation (21) illustrates that deleting a neighbour with the highest individual
vulnerability value in the neighbourhood, decreases the relative vulnerability value
of the profile and this results in a decrease in the absolute vulnerability of the profile.
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An example of this case involves the neighbourhood of profile A in Figure 1. If
profile B is removed from profile A’s neighbourhood, then the relative vulnerability
value of profile A, decreases from 0.650 to 0.500 which is a difference of 0.150.
Consequently, the absolute vulnerability value of profile A decreases from 0.325 to
0.250 which is a difference of 0.075.

Overall, this section has detailed several propositions, which focus on changes in the
vulnerability model. What the propositions have demonstrated is that the changes in what
a user present on their profile and the adding and deletion of friends into a
neighbourhood, impacts on the overall profile vulnerability.

6

Experimental work and findings regarding application of propositions

In order to explore how the operators from the propositions affect the vulnerability of real
life cases, different operators for the relative and absolute vulnerabilities calculations
were used. These calculations were tested on 76,263 profiles from the Caverlee and
Webb (2008) dataset. For the 76,263, the average age of the profile owners is 25.6.
50.1% of the profile owners are male, 48.6% of the profile owners are female and 1.3%
profile owners do not state their gender. 16.3% of the profiles are private profiles. Private
profiles may present basic information (e.g., name, gender, profile picture and age) on
their profiles but not the list of friends or interactions.
The different operators were used in the following ways: the relative vulnerability
value of the cases in the dataset was calculated using the geometric and arithmetical
mean. These operators are used in Propositions 3 to 6. The absolute vulnerability value
for the cases was calculated using the product and MAX operators used in Propositions 1,
2, 5 and 6. The operators were applied to 76,263 cases with varying individual
vulnerability values.
In terms of the relative vulnerability calculation, unlike some operators (e.g., MAX
and MIN) which select just the maximum or minimum individual vulnerability value of
the neighbourhood, the geometric and arithmetical mean takes into account all the
individual vulnerability values of the neighbours in the calculation. With the arithmetical
mean operator, 78.0% of the profiles had a relative vulnerability of 0.9 or above and with
the geometric mean, 75.9% of the profiles had a relative vulnerability of 0.9 and above.
The results highlight that most neighbours in profiles’ neighbourhoods self disclose the
attributes and display structural features, that contribute towards vulnerability readily.
The effect of the calculation of the relative vulnerability on the absolute vulnerability
of profiles is covered in Propositions 5 and 6. Table 1 presents statistics for the whole
dataset, regarding different combinations of operators for the relative and absolute
vulnerability calculations. The MAX operator is mainly used in Proposition 2. In Table 1,
the absolute vulnerability of profiles is denoted as VA.
What Table 1 demonstrates, is the big difference between the effect of the product
and MAX operator in regards to the absolute vulnerability of profiles. The product
operator can act as a reducing effect. An example is that if a profile has friends which self
disclose personal details readily (VR value of 0.8), but the profile itself is very private (VI
value of 0.2), the overall vulnerability of the profile would be 0.16. This emphasises that
there is a low likelihood of the profile’s personal details spreading through the OSN.
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Statistics regarding application of different operators

Absolute vulnerability
operators
Relative vulnerability
operators

Product
Geometric

MAX

Arithmetical

Geometric

Arithmetical

Features corresponding to whole dataset
% of profiles that have a
VA of 0.9 or above

47.4%

50.2%

99.1%

99.2%

Average VA value

0.871

0.872

0.964

0.969

Standard distribution of
VA values

0.134

0.132

0.034

0.034

Skewness

–3.386

–3.454

–2.455

–2.105

On the other hand, the MAX operator selects the higher value between the VI and VR. The
high percentage of profiles that have an absolute vulnerability of 0.9 or above highlights
that there are cases in which the profile’s neighbours many not collectively disclose many
attributes that contribute towards vulnerability but the profile itself will and this causes
the overall vulnerability of the profile to increase.
The average absolute vulnerability values of the dataset for the product and MAX
operators demonstrate that the MAX operator may not be an effective operator for the
calculation of absolute vulnerability. This is because it does not take into effect the
meaning of both the individual and relative vulnerability values together and it would be
hard to select the profiles which are truly vulnerable.
With the product operator, 15.5% of the profiles in which the relative vulnerability is
calculated using arithmetical mean have an absolute vulnerability value which is less or
equal to 0.8. Therefore, the product operator is more realistic than the MAX operator in
selecting vulnerable nodes. This is validated by the standard deviation for the VA values
calculated using the product operator. It illustrates that in this dataset there are a variety
of cases with varying VI and VR values.
The negative skew for the product and MAX operators indicates that there is a long
distribution tail to the left and consequently more profiles have a higher absolute
vulnerability value. Overall, what the statistics have shown is that the choice of operator
especially for the calculation of absolute vulnerability can influence the number of
profiles which are classed as having a high overall vulnerability (VA of 0.9 or above).

7

Discussion

Based on the vulnerability model, the axioms and propositions presented have helped to
investigate the impact of attribute and probability value change on the individual
vulnerability of a profile. Axiom 1 highlights the issue of attributes and the probability
that the attribute change can contribute towards the profile’s vulnerability. In our
vulnerability model, we make the assumption that an attribute’s contribution towards the
vulnerability of a profile is independent of the type of user, as illustrated in equations (6)
and (7). This assumption helps when modelling an OSN because different users have
different attitudes towards privacy.
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On the other hand, Axiom 2 illustrates the effect that a probability change can have
on the individual vulnerability value of the profile. An increase in an attribute weight will
increase the individual vulnerability of the profile. Since the weights of the attributes that
contribute towards vulnerability have to add up to one, an increase in one attribute weight
will lower the weights of the other attributes. The generation of the weights is an issue
which will require further investigation. Even though the relative frequency approach is
stated in Section 3.2.1, there are other approaches to generate weights. One approach is
based on human perception and involves distributing a questionnaire which asks subjects
about their willingness to share certain profile attributes. Another way is to use is an
information theory-based approach to investigate how distinctive a profile attribute is.
The propositions focus on how changes in the individual and relative vulnerabilities
of a profile, can impact on the overall (absolute) vulnerability of the profiles. The
mathematical operators (geometric mean and arithmetical mean) used for the calculation
of the relative vulnerability, highlighted the issue of a profile adding friends that have a
high individual vulnerability. Propositions 3 and 4 show that if a new friend added to the
neighbourhood has an individual vulnerability that is higher than or equal to the
maximum individual vulnerability of the existing neighbourhood, then the relative
vulnerability of the profile will increase. This may increases the likelihood of the
personal details of the profile spreading through the OSN.
In order for OSN users to lower their relative vulnerability, the user has to unfriend
the friends who self disclose readily and have a high individual vulnerability. This
finding is validated by Gundecha et al. (2011) who carried out research into defining
vulnerable friends and states that an “individual is vulnerable if any friends in the
network of friends has insufficient security and privacy settings to protect the entire
network of friends”.
Propositions 5 and 6 demonstrated that with the operators presented in the
proposition, if the addition of a new neighbour causes the relative vulnerability to rise,
then this will lead to an increase in the absolute vulnerability of the profile. The
experimental work regarding the propositions highlight how important it is to use the
right operators for the calculation of absolute vulnerability, in order to model the
vulnerability of profiles in a realistic way. The choice of using simple weighted average
functions (geometric and arithmetical means) for calculating relative vulnerability was
used by Gundecha et al. (2011) in their calculations which expanded their definition of
vulnerable friend.
In terms of the MAX and product operators, even though product operator has a
reduction effect, it is suitable in this case because the concept of vulnerability centres on
the spreading of personal details of the profile through comments written by friends or
friends of friends of the profile.
Concentrating on just an online relationship between a profile and its friends, if a
profile is very private in terms of self disclosure and the friends are very public in terms
of their disclosure, then the overall vulnerability will be quite low because there would
not be many personal details to spread through the OSN network. The MAX operator
would just focus on the actions of one or more users regardless of what the other users
are doing.
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Conclusions and future research

With the increase in the amount of personal details displayed on an OSN profile comes
the privacy issue and the threat of social engineering attack which can make users
vulnerable. Our proposed vulnerability model considers that the vulnerability of a profile
can be quantified in such a way to also take into account how the behaviour of the
profile’s friends can impact on the vulnerability of a profile. The axioms presented have
highlighted various areas that can be developed and implemented into the model in the
future, to accurately reflect the vulnerability of a profile. One of the issues is
incorporating the profile interaction into the model. Analysis of interactions has helped to
validate that the personal details of a profile can be spread through the OSN network.
This is shown by the profile’s personal details being displayed in the neighbours’ profile
comments. Another open issue is the attribute weight and the reality of using OSNs.
The propositions which are based on the axioms, highlighted the changes in what a
user present on their profile and the adding and deletion of friends into a neighbourhood
which impacts on the overall profile vulnerability. The experimental work which
involved investigating the effect of different operators on the overall vulnerability of a
profile, demonstrated that the product operator in comparison to the MAX operator was
the most effective in the absolute vulnerability calculation. This was because the product
operator realistically modelled the concept of vulnerability.
The work presented in this paper has provided grounds for future research. The
research includes developing more axioms associated with the vulnerability model in
order to reflect the changes in the relative vulnerability and the operators used to
calculate the relative and absolute vulnerability. Also incorporating the interaction
between two profiles into the vulnerability model will help to model vulnerability
realistically.
Investigating which attributes contribute towards the vulnerability of a profile for
different types of users can help to incorporate the psychology of information retrieval
because different users can self disclose in different ways. Other ideas include analysing
different approaches to derive the attribute weights for the individual vulnerability
calculation and using probabilistic approaches, e.g., Bayesian theory and Bayesian nets to
explore privacy risks.
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Appendix 1
Additional calculations for geometric mean operator used in Proposition 3
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Appendix 2
Additional calculations for arithmetical mean operator used in Proposition 4
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